
Who is Group Fitness for?

•Group Fitness is for anyone who wants an energetic, 
exciting and results-oriented workout. 

•New exercisers will appreciate the many options 
available in Group Fitness. Movement variations and 
intensity are up to you! 

•Group Fitness is great for cross training or for those 
who would like to add variety to their routine.

How often can you do Group Fitness?

As a beginner, you wouldn’t want to do too much too 
soon, but as your fitness level and recovery improve, you 
will be able to increase workout volume and intensity.

Group Fitness Classes include: 
(classes vary by location)

•Group Cycling

•Yoga

•Aqua Fitness

•Pilates

•Boot Camp

•Aqua Arthritis

•Cardio Blast

•. . . and more

Healthtrax offers a great variety of group exercise 
classes to choose from. Try a few and discover which ones 
you like best!

Have you tried Group Fitness yet? 
Group Fitness at Healthtrax is a 
fantastic and fun way to get and stay 
healthy! Our high-energy classes—
filled with others who share your health 
goals—will motivate you to keep up with 
regular exercise. Our skilled instructors 
create a positive and effective workout 
that will give you the results you’re after.

www.healthtrax.com

Visit www.healthtrax.com or ask at the Front Desk for your Center’s schedule.

Getting Started with GROUP FITNESS



What to Wear

The most important thing to wear is comfortable workout attire. 
Most people wear track pants, shorts and t-shirts. You should feel 
comfortable enough to move and sweat.

There is a lot of lateral movement in Group Fitness, so cross-training 
shoes are recommended as they provide the necessary support.

What to Bring

Bring a towel, a water bottle and your energy! 

Arrive Early 

It is important to arrive 15 minutes before class to meet the instructor. 
During these 15 minutes, the instructor will ensure that you are 
comfortable during your first class and answer any questions you may 
have. The instructor will ask you such questions as:

• Have you ever exercised?

• Have you ever participated in group fitness?

• Have you ever participated in any similar classes?

• Do you have any injuries or problems that might affect   
 your ability to participate?

Where to Stand

The best place to stand is within clear view of the instructor. It is not 
necessary to be at the front, but try to be in the center of the room.

It is important to avoid mirrors and to concentrate on the instructor. He 
or she is the best source of visual technique information. Mirrors are 
distracting and sometimes relay unnecessary information. Mirrors might tell 
you that you look silly doing the moves, even though you might really be 
having fun. So please ignore them!

How to Approach Your First Three Classes

It is good to attend your first couple of classes with the simple objective of 
learning the movements, the class format and the basic terminology used. 
Try not to concentrate so much on the quality of your workout; that will 
come later as you become more familiar with the movements.

Talk to the Instructor After Class

Remember to talk to the instructor after class. For example, let him or her 
know how you felt and if anything was particularly challenging for you. 
The instructor will then make recommendations for your next class. Most of 
all have fun during your first Group Fitness experience!

How You Can Expect to Feel

Before Class

It is perfectly normal to feel apprehensive and nervous before your 
first Group Fitness class. Once you get your first class out of the way, 
a lot of the apprehension will disappear. Remember, there is safety in 
numbers. You will also be amazed at how many others will help you.

During Class

Time will fly! You might experience mixed emotions. Just go with 
it. Remind yourself that you are new and that you have to start 
somewhere. It might seem like the class is moving a little faster 
than you would like, but that is only because the terminology and 
movements are somewhat unfamiliar. With each class, you will 
become a little more comfortable and focused on the workout.

After Class

You will be excited to get your first class under your belt. It is 
important to know that you will be sore.

With any new workout or at the start of any exercise program, you 
experience muscle soreness. This is because your body is adjusting to 
the demand being placed on your muscles and is perfectly normal.
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